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Rodgau Offers Rural Charm And Modern Touches
Rodgau in Hesse is just what you need when you are in no hurry to move on but are intent on
relaxing and rejuvenating the inner you.
Take long walks amid pastoral scenes, read a good book (have you done the latest booker yet?
It’s said to be good.) with a latte for company seated at a wayside cafe that offers great street
scenes when you feel like looking up, or bike along wooded paths to get close to nature. Whatever
you feel like doing is what Rodgau has to offer.
In and around Rodgau you’ll find plenty of historicity to take you into the past and keep you there.
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The Alte Nikolaikirche about 9 miles away is a must see, not only for its history but also for its
architectural quality embellished in red and white. Attached to the Stauferpfalz Palace, it comes
with quite a bit of enthralling history which you simply must find out for yourself while you’re there.
The Dom in Domplatz is another 13th century beauty you can’t miss. Visit the nearby Dom
Museum to feed your hunger for history. Another museum near Rodgau would be the Archeologic
Museum that would be of immense interest to anyone wanting to find out more about local history
dating back to ancient times.
The town center has a pedestrian area that makes strolling along a pleasure as you take in the
local sights. This is also where you’ll see local talent displayed in congenial backgrounds that
makes life simply awesome to be lived. The simple life along with a bit of art and, of course, great
food and wine; the recipe for happiness, if I might presume to prescribe.
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While in Rodgau you’re within reach of the Fressgass Shopping Center which will take care of all
your shopping and leisure needs. Here’s where you get to test your taste buds on a variety of
cuisine from about a thousand different cheese and gourmet meats and sausages to cakes and
desserts. You’re very close to the excitements of Frankfurt am Main if big city thrill is what you’re
looking for.
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